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Introduction

Our research for this report
involved interviewing experts
on this issue and reviewing
approximately 150 publicly
available documents covering
awards, solicitations, requests
for proposals, and related
information on contracts.
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T

ypically, government agencies seeking access to the personal
electronic data of Americans must comply with a legal
process to obtain that data. That process can be mandated
by the Constitution (the Fourth Amendment’s warrant
and probable cause requirement) or by statute (such as the federal
Electronic Communications Privacy Act, or various state laws). This
report examines the concerning and rising practice of federal agencies
sidestepping these legal requirements by obtaining data on Americans
through commercial purchases from data brokers.
Our research for this report involved interviewing experts on this issue
and reviewing approximately 150 publicly available documents covering
awards, solicitations, requests for proposals, and related information
on contracts. We found significant evidence of agencies exploiting
loopholes in existing law by purchasing data from private data brokers.
The practice has prompted scrutiny from government watchdogs as well
as members of Congress (Tau, 2021a; Wyden, 2021).

The problem is a byproduct of the lucrative private market for personal
data, where many companies that offer online services collect, analyze,
and sell data about individuals using those services. This data is
aggregated by companies called ‘data brokers’ that typically lack any
direct relationship with the individuals whose data they collect and sell,
but may accumulate personal data from multiple sources with varying
degrees of granularity, ranging from anonymized trends to the specific
locations of individuals at specific times. Advertisers, retailers, and other
companies may then seek access to data for varied commercial purposes.
As our research demonstrates, law enforcement and intelligence
agencies are among the customers of some data brokers, spending
millions of dollars to gain access to private sector databases which often
contain very sensitive and very personal information on individuals.
One recent example of this pattern is the Department of Justice’s use
of commercially aggregated data in prosecutions surrounding the
Capitol Breach of 2021. The Justice Department indicated in a federal
court filing that it had utilized “[l]ocation history data for thousands of
devices present inside the Capitol (obtained from a variety of sources
including Google and multiple data aggregation companies),”(Grand
Jury Action No. 21-20 (BAH), 2021). In another filing, the Justice
Department indicated that data was obtained from “searches of ten data
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aggregation companies,” (United States v. Perretta, 2021). The filings did not indicate
who those aggregation companies were.
There is no clear limit on the potential availability of commercially acquired data
that would typically require legal process to obtain. In the words of one presenter
to law enforcement at a location-analytics conference, “cell phone data, social media
feeds, license-plate reader and automatic-vehicle locator systems are readily available
to investigators” (Delaney & Beck, 2014). Law enforcement and intelligence agencies
could obtain these types of personal data from different sources, including publicly
available information (e.g., public posts on the web), access to company records
through legal process (e.g., a court order directing an internet service provider to turn
over information), or data brokers. Of these various sources, we have very little insight
into agencies’ engagement with data brokers.
This report seeks to shed light on the nature and scale of the data broker to federal
law enforcement and intelligence pipeline, and how law enforcement and intelligence
agencies are relying on such purchases in situations where they should be required to
obtain a warrant or other formal legal process to compel disclosure of the data. The
report concludes with a series of recommendations to address these findings. Most
critically, Congress should act to close the loophole that is permitting government
agencies to evade requirements that they obtain a warrant or other legal process by
instead purchasing sensitive information from data brokers.
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#1

: Multiple forms of sensitive data, including location,
communications, biometric, and license plate reader
data, are sold by data brokers to law enforcement and
intelligence agencies, and the practice is increasing,
with multiple agencies spending upwards of tens of millions of dollars
on multi-year contracts.
#2: Government agencies seeking to purchase data frequently use terms
like ‘open source’ and ‘publicly available’ in their purchase orders and
contracts, suggesting that they are only seeking information such as
public social media posts that people knowingly make available to the
public. However, government purchase orders and contracts frequently
use these terms to include information collected specifically for a
given agency that is not actually available to the public or any other
consumer. The broad and misleading usage of these terms undermines
governmental claims that agencies are permitted to collect such
information on the basis that it is generally out there in the public and
individuals therefore lack a reasonable expectation of privacy in such
sensitive data.
#3: Law enforcement and intelligence agencies often categorize
procurement contracts through opaque or technical designations that
obscure the nature of the data being purchased, the uses to which they
will be put, and the privacy consequences.
#4: The Electronic Communications Privacy Act effectively contains
a loophole allowing law enforcement to acquire communications
data commercially from data brokers and evade otherwise applicable
requirements that they must use legal process to obtain data directly
from service providers. The Fourth Amendment Is Not for Sale Act
would address this critical shortcoming and close this loophole, which
was implemented three decades before data broker practices became
widespread. Congress should act now to pass this legislation.
#5: In the 2018 landmark case Carpenter v. United States, the Supreme
Court held that the government must obtain a warrant in order to
collect cell site location information (CSLI) for seven days or more,
recognizing that people have a “reasonable expectation of privacy” in
certain digital information. The broad language of the opinion suggests
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that the government must also obtain a warrant in order to access sensitive personal
information in contexts beyond the facts of the case. Thus, when law enforcement
and intelligence agencies purchase certain personal data about Americans from data
brokers, they are evading Fourth Amendment safeguards as recognized by the Supreme
Court. These agencies should comply with Fourth Amendment standards and cease
purchasing sensitive data that reveal the “privacies of life” under the Supreme Court’s
analysis in Carpenter.
#6: Privacy policies of data brokers are often broadly drafted and do not offer
meaningful transparency or protection against direct or downstream sale of data to
government agencies. Consumers are also typically unaware what brokers possess their
data—and hence what policies even apply. Thus, in addition to regulations limiting
the ability of law enforcement and intelligence agencies to purchase information from
data brokers, federal law should regulate data broker collection and processing of
information, and provide consumers with the ability to understand what information
data brokers have collected about them and with a meaningful ability to have the
information deleted, obscured, or corrected.
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I. The Data Broker
Ecosystem

Because data brokers typically
have no direct relationship with
the individuals whose data
they collect, analyze, and sell,
individuals are often unaware
that brokers possess and sell
information about them, let
alone that they should read
brokers’ privacy policies.
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A

s acknowledged by lawmakers, there exists an entire industry
of companies comprising an “ecosystem of data brokers that
purchase or collect data from web browsers and apps installed
on Americans’ mobile devices” (Warren, Maloney, Wyden,
DeSaulnier Probe Data Broker’s Collection of Data on Black Lives
Matter Demonstrators, 2020). Data brokers vary widely in the scope
of the services they offer and scale of the populations and data they
cover (Sherman, 2021a). Unlike Big Tech companies, most of these
brokers are not household names and most of their operations are not
transparent to the public (see generally Federal Trade Commission,
2014). Brokers collect data from multiple sources, combine it in various
forms, and then sell it commercially to buyers, which today increasingly
include law enforcement and intelligence agencies (Tau, 2021b). Today,
the data broker industry is reported to be worth upwards of $200
billion, and data has been dubbed the “oil of the 21st century” (Lazarus,
2019; Toonders, 2014).

There is no commonly agreed upon definition of what constitutes
a ‘data broker’ and the term might often be used loosely (Sherman,
2021b). The California state legislature defines a data broker as “a
business that knowingly collects and sells to third parties the personal
information of a consumer with whom the business does not have a
direct relationship” (Assembly Bill No. 1202, 2019). Vermont defines
brokers similarly for purposes of establishing a state registry (Protection
Of Personal Information, 2019). For purposes of this report, a data
broker will mean any business that knowingly collects, purchases,
analyses, or aggregates data used or intended to be used to identify
individuals or their devices, without having direct relationships with
those individuals, for the purpose of selling that data (see also: Rieke et
al., 2016; Sherman, 2021a).
The development of the data broker industry emerged from a lack of
strong privacy protections. Data brokers provide a range of products
for different purposes, some of which may be subject to regulation.
For example, banks and credit unions may use information from
data brokers for identity verification purposes as required by law, and
in this context, the brokers are subject to regulation (Federal Trade
Commission, 2014). More specifically, some data broker products
used to support decision making on issues related to access to credit,
insurance, housing, or employment are regulated by the Fair Credit
Reporting Act (FCRA). However, the context in which data brokers
are subject to specific regulations is the exception rather than the rule,
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and the Federal Trade Commission explicitly has noted that there are many databrokers that collect and sell data for purposes not covered by the FCRA (e.g., for
marketing or locating people) (Federal Trade Commission, 2012).

While these privacy concerns
are relevant to all consumers,
there are additional risks to
specific groups. The use of
data from data brokers and
other technologies by law
enforcement may also have
disproportionate impacts
on communities of color and
immigrant communities in
the U.S.

Not only are the activities of data brokers generally unregulated, but the typical means
of protecting privacy in the U.S. – the publication of privacy policies that ostensibly
provide a mechanism for notice and consent – is especially unworkable in this context.
Because data brokers typically have no direct relationship with the individuals whose
data they collect, analyze, and sell, individuals are often unaware that brokers possess
and sell information about them, let alone that they should read brokers’ privacy
policies. Also, although data brokers or their clients may claim that some or all of the
data in question is “anonymized”, it can often be re-identified when combined with
other data.
The privacy concerns around data brokers are exacerbated because much of the data
they collect and sell consists of sensitive personal information. There are various legal
definitions of what constitutes sensitive personal information, such as under the
California Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) and the European Union’s General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR). Because the United States lacks a comprehensive
consumer privacy law and U.S. legal doctrine is evolving, we use the term “sensitive”
in this report to refer broadly to information that reveals details about an individual’s
activities, associations, beliefs, communications, finances, health, patterns of travel,
physical characteristics, sexual orientation, or other information that shows what the
Supreme Court has referred to as “the privacies of life.”
While these privacy concerns are relevant to all consumers, there are additional risks to
specific groups. For example, the use of data from data brokers and other technologies
by law enforcement may also have disproportionate impacts on communities of color
and immigrant communities in the U.S. One recent example of this is the case of a
broker that obtained data from a Muslim prayer mobile app and in turn sold that to
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (Cox, 2021a).
////

A. How brokers
acquire data

While it’s not always clear how data brokers obtain data, they collect information
from a multitude of sources (Rieke et al., 2016; US Senate Committee On Commerce,
Science, and Transportation, 2013), both private (e.g., financial institutions or
employers) and public (e.g., government records), which can include data on devices,
consumers, products, locations, or transactions (Martin, 2015). Data brokers can also
purchase data from third-parties (or even other data brokers) who buy and aggregate
data from many mobile app developers (Keegan & Ng, 2021). In many cases these
mobile apps may share location and other personal data with third-parties and data
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brokers without the knowledge of users of those apps (Forbrukerrådet,
2020).
Data broker Babel Street uses this approach with its “Locate X” data
feed (Levinson, 2020), which offers historical device location data from
geo-enabled advertising sources which may or may not be derived from
cell site location information. The data broker Venntel indicates that
it “collects and process[es] various types of information from mobile
devices [from] third-party partners,” and this information can include
“location data” associated with various advertising IDs (Venntel,
2021). The broker Giant Oak, Inc. indicates that it collects data from
interactions with third party applications or features of websites,
including social media, that allow third party connections (such as
Facebook or Twitter); that data may include use information, IP
addresses and other device identifiers, browsing histories, and may also
involve cookies (Giant Oak Inc., 2019).

Location data, even if it is
de-identified (i.e. not directly
tied to a specific customer
profile) can be very difficult
to anonymize.

Brokers may also engage in scraping or ‘mining’ of publicly available
data in order to repackage it, even though that may be prohibited by the
terms of service of some social media companies (Perez & Whittaker,
2020). One such data broker is Clearview AI, which received cease
and desist letters from several social networking companies regarding
this practice (CBS News, 2020). Another example of a data broker
that engages in significant scraping is Dataminr, which claims to mine
10,000 public data sets according to freedom of information documents
obtained by Just Futures Law (Mijente [@ConMijente], 2020).
Companies may provide analytics and services with data. For example,
Dataminr provides an alerts system to law enforcement based on
Twitter feeds, even thoughTwitter prohibits using its data for “tracking,
alerting or monitoring sensitive events” (Horwitz & Olson, 2020).
Some data brokers assert that, while they provide certain types of
sensitive data, the data has been de-identified or anonymized. For
example, Babel Street’s Locate X service represents that “[t]he incoming
data has been anonymized at the provider level through the assignment
of a randomly designated device ID to each device. The Locate X Data
Feed only provides access to data obtained from devices and does not
have a direct correlation to identity” (Babel Street, 2020b, pp. 2–3).
However, this is reportedly not true (Cox, 2020). Location data,
even if it is de-identified (i.e. not directly tied to a specific customer
profile) can be very difficult to anonymize (Nojeim & Azarmi, 2020).
Indeed, according to one study, which used more than 15 months of
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anonymized mobile location data of 1.5 million people, 95% of that cohort could be
identified by merely four data points each (de Montjoye et al., 2013).
////

B. Data supply chains

Scholars of privacy and technology observe how “data, such as online consumer data
or location data from an application is passed from one firm to the next within an
information supply chain, comparable to supply chains in traditional industries”
(Martin, 2015, p. 70). Just as traditional products may be manufactured at a factory,
and then sent to processing facilities and then distributors to be sold, the data analytics
(or ‘big data’) supply chain may consist of firms that interact with consumers and then
sell data to tracking companies, which in turn provide it to data brokers. Information
from brokers can then be used to place advertisements on websites, it may be employed
by businesses to make strategic or employment decisions, or it may be utilized by
researchers or government agencies (Martin, 2015). As a result, data supply chains are
often highly attenuated, and privacy policies of data brokers contain language that
permits, and often contemplates, attenuated sharing or purchasing of consumer data.
1. Data chains can be highly attenuated
A data broker is unlikely to be the entity that initially collected the data that it makes
available commercially. In fact, data may often pass through several different providers
before it finds its way to a data broker. Data may be purchased for one purpose,
but ultimately repurposed for another, making preserving legal protections and
accountability difficult.
In some instances, the data may be used or sold unbeknownst to the original
provider. For instance, T-Mobile took the position that it was unaware that Securus
Technologies, a major provider of correctional facility phone services, purchased
real-time location information from major wireless carriers including T-Mobile and
provided that information to the government (T-Mobile, 2018). T-Mobile described
how its aggregator program, similar to that offered by national carriers, provides
multiple aggregator partners “with access to customer location data” derived from
network operations, and these partners in turn provide the data to “approved third
party service providers who use such location data in providing various services” which
might include proximity marketing, mobile gaming, product delivery, and other
services.
Data brokers themselves may not contract directly with federal agencies, but may
provide databases through different vendors. In some instances, a vendor who contracts
with agencies may acquire data from other companies and may also provide its broker
services through intermediary companies. For example, Venntel sells location data to
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several federal agencies. It may also acquire data from other companies
(Tau, 2021c), and it offers the same underlying data through another
broker, Babel Street, which uses it in its Locate X product that it sells to
several federal agencies (Cox, 2021b). Customs and Border Protection
(CBP) has procured millions of dollars of Babel Street software
contracts not through Babel Street directly, but through a Virginiabased government contracting vehicle called Panamerica Computers
Inc., or PCi Tec.1 Meanwhile, another Department of Homeland
Security (DHS) component, Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE), contracts directly with Babel Street.2
2. Privacy policies of data brokers are often not transparent
Individuals do not disclose their digital information to businesses
or other private parties in a vacuum, but often do so within a set of
contractual rules called terms of use or privacy policies, which spell out
when, how, why, and where information can be used (Nissenbaum,
2009). These terms may vary depending on the type of relationship,
or might be governed by specific laws (such as health care information
under HIPAA, or credit card information under the Fair Credit
Reporting Act). However, there is no general federal privacy law in
the United States, and hence in many contexts private policies (and
general laws against unfair and deceptive trade practices) are the
only protections that may apply. Individuals may maintain a set of
expectations regarding their relationship with the first firm in a data
supply chain, but have little or no knowledge of how that firm has
shared data ‘downstream’ to aggregators or brokers, or how those
downstream firms do, or do not, protect the privacy of that data. In
some contexts, contractual provisions may limit the ability of data
brokers to further share personal information,3 but in general, once
brokers have obtained individuals’ information, the only protections
come from the brokers’ own opaque privacy policies.
1

Delivery Order HSHQDC12D00013-70B04C18F00001093 (CBP, $2.3 million,
Panamerica Computers, Inc., 2018-2019); Delivery Order HSHQDC12D0001370B03C20F00001148 (CBP, $265k, Panamerica Computers, Inc. 2020-2021);
Panamerica Computers, Inc., Partners, https://www.pcitec.com/partners-1
[https://perma.cc/A6XW-6BMA].

2

BPA Call 70CMSD19A00000007-70CMSD19FC0000052 (ICE, $1.5 million,
Babel Street, Inc., 2019-2021).

3

See Federal Trade Commission (2021) finding that when Internet Service
Providers contract with data brokers to obtain services such as fraud detection,
they often include contractual provisions that bar the brokers from further sharing
consumers’ personal information that the ISPs provide in connection with those
services.
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data to law enforcement
and intelligence agencies,
generally contain subtle
but carefully crafted
language that contemplates
commercial sharing with
government agencies.
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For example, in one review of the data sharing practices of a sample of medical apps on
the Google Play store, researchers found that the app developer’s privacy policies often
allow for sharing user data with third-parties or brokers for analytical, advertising, or
other purposes, and that the user’s shared data would then be subject to the privacy
policies of those third-parties. However, a review of the privacy policies of the thirdparties found that they did not cover user data but instead focused on the treatment of
the app developer’s data (i.e., their client). Users were referred back to the app developer
with regard to their specific privacy concerns (Grundy et al., 2019). These carve-outs
for sharing user data with third-parties or brokers in the app’s privacy policy may in fact
mean that user data is subject to contractual privacy protections once the data is in the
hands of a broker or other third party.
Privacy policies of data brokers, particularly those that contract to provide data to law
enforcement and intelligence agencies, generally contain subtle but carefully crafted
language that contemplates commercial sharing with government agencies. More
importantly, individuals may not even have an opportunity to consent to this language,
as there is almost always no transparency that a specific broker has obtained an
individual’s data and, thus, one would have no idea that a given privacy policy applies
(see for example Giant Oak Inc., 2019).
For example, Babel Street’s privacy policy broadly prescribes that it may use
“information given to us by customers and other individuals, such as referrals or other
contacts” (Babel Street, 2021b). The scope of “other individuals” or “other contacts”
potentially captures any possible source. The policy also delineates that the company
may share information “where we have a legal obligation or authorization and/or
legitimate interest to do so.” There is no clarity as to what a “legitimate interest” may
entail.
The data broker SkyHook provides various location-based services and indicates it may
comply with any “government request received by Skyhook, whether or not a response
is required by applicable law” (Skyhook, 2021). Finally, Venntel, which collects various
forms of location data, advertising IDs, IP address information, and “other device
information” indicates that it may share all of that information with customers for
purposes of “federal law enforcement” and “national security,” and that Venntel’s
customers “may also resell your information to other third parties for similar purposes”
(Venntel, 2021).
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A

complex legal framework in the United States governs law
enforcement and intelligence-based access to data. Among
other things, this framework subjects certain location-based
information to the Fourth Amendment’s warrant standard.
However, the government is exploiting loopholes in the framework by
purchasing data from private data brokers. This report briefly evaluates
some key aspects of this framework in order to contextualize the analysis
of data brokers, but does not attempt to be exhaustive.
////

A. The loophole in the
Electronic Communications
Privacy Act (ECPA)

The Electronic Communications Privacy Act of 1986 (ECPA)
was passed to limit the government’s ability to access digital
communications, or information about such communications,
without adhering to certain legal standards. It achieved this by defining
categories of electronic service providers (covered entities) whose
customer records are subject to heightened protections. However,
ECPA does not reference modern data brokers, which did not exist in
the 1980s. As one commentator observed, “[w]hile much of the ECPA
was ahead of its time, other parts haven’t aged as well” (Kalat, 2019).
Providers are required to safeguard customer records by not knowingly
disclosing those records to third parties under various circumstances.
ECPA provides a framework for the who, what, and when of permitted
disclosure that varies based on a number of factors. ECPA provides for
two categories of covered services (see 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510(15), 2711(2)):

1. A Remote Computing Service (RCS), or the “provision

to the public of computer storage or processing services by
means of an electronic communications system.”
2. An Electronic Communication Service (ECS), which is “any
service which provides to users thereof the ability to send or
receive wire or electronic communications.”
Subject to certain exceptions, an ECS provider is prohibited from
disclosing to third parties “the contents of a communication while
in electronic storage by that service,” while an RCS provider cannot
disclose “the contents of any communication which is carried or
maintained on that service” (18 U.S.C. §§ 2702(a)(3)). With respect to
disclosure of non-content information to the government, both RCS
and ECS providers are prohibited from “knowingly divulg[ing] a record
or other information pertaining to a subscriber to or customer of such
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service . . . to any governmental entity” unless an exception applies (18 U.S.C. § 2702(a)
(3)). This would also prohibit the sale of such information by ECS or RCS providers to
the government.
If the government wishes to access customer information held by an RCS or ECS,
ECPA provides a specific legal process that must be followed. The government
can obtain subscriber information, such as name, address, and phone number, by
issuing a subpoena under Section 2703(c)(2). In order to obtain other “non-content”
information that is more sensitive than subscriber information, such as traffic or
transactional information, the government must obtain a Section 2703(d) order. Such
orders compel a provider to disclose certain “non-content” information when the
government is able to demonstrate “specific and articulable facts showing that there
are reasonable grounds to believe” that the information is “relevant and material to an
ongoing criminal investigation.”4 This standard is much less stringent than the probable
cause requirement to obtain a search warrant under the Fourth Amendment. Finally,
when the government seeks to obtain the content of electronic communications, the
government must obtain a warrant supported by probable cause (see United States v.
Warshak, 2010) and also (Carpenter v. United States, 2018).
It may often be unclear whether a service is an ECS or RCS. Many providers perform
both functions, as well as services that are neither ECS or RCS services. Courts have
held that WhatsApp, for instance, is an ECS (United States for PRTT Order for One
Whatsapp Chief Account for Investigation of Violation of 21 U.S.C. § 841, 2018).
However, how other services are classified may depend on the capacity in which they
collect data, and whether it is in the context of messaging or data storage. There is a
question as to whether “content” can include location or proximity data where the
very purpose of a service is to record or communicate location or proximity data.
For example, Google has taken the position that data ‘Location History’ feature is
“content” of communications for purposes of ECPA (Google Amicus Brief, 2019).
However, in most cases where devices and apps record location information, it has been
considered to be “non-content” information.
ECPA permits RCS and ECS providers to voluntarily provide non-content information
to non-government third parties. If those third parties are not RCS or ECS providers
themselves, ECPA does not apply and accordingly does not prohibit them from selling
or otherwise providing the information to the government. This gap has enabled ECS
and RCS providers to transfer data voluntarily to private third parties who are not

4

Prior to the Supreme Court’s decision in Carpenter v. United States, 138 S. Ct. 2206 (2018), the
government was able to obtain cell site location information (CSLI) through a Section 2703(d) order,
but the Carpenter Court held that in order to obtain such information for a period of seven days or
more, the government is required to show probable cause and obtain a warrant.
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covered by ECPA, and then those third parties have been able to sell the data to data
brokers or directly to government agencies. This creates the ECPA loophole that has
allowed government agencies to purchase sensitive information from data brokers even
though those agencies should have been required to obtain a warrant, a court order, or a
subpoena under ECPA.
////

B. The Supreme
Court recognized the
sensitivity of device
location information
in Carpenter

Under longstanding Fourth Amendment doctrine, when individuals have a “reasonable
expectation of privacy” in certain information, the Fourth Amendment generally
requires the government to obtain a warrant in order to access that information (Katz
v. United States, 1967). Over the past decade, the Supreme Court has increasingly
recognized that people possess a “reasonable expectation of privacy” in much of their
personal digital information. Thus, by purchasing certain personal data of Americans
from brokers, law enforcement and intelligence agencies are side-stepping not only
ECPA, but also Fourth Amendment safeguards, as recognized by the Supreme Court in
the 2018 landmark case Carpenter v. United States. Although the Supreme Court stated
that its holding in Carpenter was narrow, the language of the opinion suggests that the
government must obtain a warrant in order to access sensitive personal information in
contexts beyond the facts of the case.
In Carpenter, the Court held that a warrant is required for law enforcement to access
historical cell site location information (CSLI) for a period of seven days or more. The
opinion analyzed at length the significant privacy interests in digital information that
reveals one’s life and beliefs, particularly location information. Ultimately the Court
applied that premise to guarantee more robust protection for location information
traced to cell phone movements, finding that the standard for acquiring location
information in ECPA did not provide adequate safeguards for the Fourth Amendment
interests at stake. The Court specifically recognized that location information
“provides an intimate window into a person’s life, revealing not only his particular
movements, but through them, his ‘familial, political, professional, religious, and
sexual associations’” (Carpenter v. United States, 2018, p. 2217). The Court also noted
that the collected location information was “detailed, encyclopedic, and effortlessly
compiled.”5 Thus, Carpenter provided that a warrant was required to obtain seven days
or more of historical cell-site location information from a wireless carrier.
The specific facts of Carpenter involved cell tower-source geolocation information
(rather than GPS), location information that was stored, and collected over a period
of at least a week, as well as used in law enforcement (rather than intelligence)
investigations. Nonetheless, the Court’s reasoning surrounding the privacy concerns
5

The Court referred to its earlier decision in United States v. Jones, 132 S. Ct. 945 (2012).
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The Court’s reasoning
surrounding the privacy
concerns of location data
strongly suggest that
collection of a multitude
of sensitive digital
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II. Legal Framework

of location data strongly suggest that collection of a multitude of sensitive digital
information—not simply location data—is also covered by the Fourth Amendment’s
warrant requirement. Many forms of private digital information beyond location
implicate the ‘familial, political, professional, religious, and sexual associations’ and
the “privacies of life” that the Supreme Court recognized a paramount privacy interest
in safeguarding. In addition, although the Carpenter opinion explicitly stated that
application to foreign affairs and national security remained an open question, the
Carpenter analysis “focuses on the privacy interest at stake and provides no basis for
distinctions premised on the purpose of the search” (Franklin, 2018).
Internal legal justifications of government purchases of sensitive data from data
brokers—from both law enforcement (DHS) and intelligence agencies (DIA)—are
explicit in referencing Carpenter and stating that they believe the case does not apply
to their practice (see for example Defense Intelligence Agency, 2021). However, in our
view, the broad language of the Carpenter opinion indicates that its holding should
apply in the national security context and to other categories of sensitive data. Thus,
even though the Fourth Amendment does not restrict the activities of data brokers
(unless they are state actors in a particular context), government agencies that purchase
location and other sensitive digital data without a warrant may well be violating the
Fourth Amendment.
////

C. Legal
considerations for
intelligence agencies

Legal interpretations and frameworks applicable to intelligence agencies reference the
commercial acquisition of data from private vendors. Generally speaking, intelligence
activities are governed by Executive Order 12333, which lays out the structure and legal
framework for intelligence collection, including the collection of information on U.S.
persons if certain criteria are met. Under Section 2.3(a) of the Executive Order, one of
those criteria is that the information is “publicly available information” (PAI) (Exec.
Order No. 12333, 1981).
The Defense Intelligence Agency’s position is that Carpenter’s scope is limited to law
enforcement actions and does not prohibit the intelligence community’s authority to
collect commercially available information (Defense Intelligence Agency, 2021). In
arguing this, the agency stated that the opinion “expressly did not consider collection
techniques involving national security.” However, as outlined above, the privacy
interest at stake, rather than the purpose of the search, formed the basis of Carpenter’s
analysis.
It is worth noting that even where constitutional limits preclude U.S. government
agencies from engaging in certain types of collection, legal doctrine under the U.S.
Constitution does not constrain foreign governments. Intelligence agencies may
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argue that they should not be barred from purchasing data from private data brokers
if foreign adversaries are freely able to make such purchases to acquire sensitive data
about Americans. However, access by foreign governments does not justify an evasion
of constitutional safeguards. Instead, policymakers should consider how to address
the ability of data brokers to sell sensitive information about Americans to foreign
adversaries. It is also not clear whether, and to what extent, U.S. intelligence agencies
may be sharing data purchased from data brokers with foreign allied governments, and
policymakers should evaluate such foreign sharing as well.
Each of the 17 components of the Intelligence Community issues its own guidelines
– which must be approved by the Attorney General and are typically referred to as
“Attorney General Guidelines” – which govern collection and use of information
on U.S. persons under E.O. 12333, so interpretations as to the scope of Carpenter
may vary. The Attorney General Guidelines provide a framework for collection of
information considered to be publicly available, which generally does not require
special approvals to acquire, and which may explicitly include commercially acquired
information (see for example, Office of the Director of National Intelligence, 2020, p.
12, 31).
////

D. Overbroad and
misleading use
of terms ‘open
source’ and ‘publicly
available’

As outlined previously, the Fourth Amendment generally requires the government to
obtain a warrant in order to access information in which individuals have a reasonable
expectation of privacy, and statutes such as ECPA require the government to use legal
process to obtain certain types of data held by communications service providers.
Conversely, if people freely make information available to the general public, they lack
any protected privacy interest in such information, and government agencies can collect
such data without obtaining a warrant or other legal process. On this basis, government
agencies are permitted to collect ‘publicly available’ information without seeking a
warrant or other legal process.
However, law enforcement and intelligence agencies obtain from data brokers
information that may not be actually available to individuals in the public. Agencies
use terms such as ‘open source’ or ‘publicly available’ in conjunction with solicitations
for contractors to collect certain sensitive information such as location data obtained
specifically for purposes of that contract. For example, the FBI indicates in one
solicitation document (see Figure 1) that it is “optional but advantageous” to have
“GPS information if available open source.”6 The U.S. Army Criminal Investigation
Command (USACIDC) refers to open source to mean “publicly available information”
6

Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013, pp. 24-32 et seq. (FBI, Computer Assisted Legal Research 5,
2018) ; [full document pages 1-50 / pages 51-104].
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in conducting market research of company capabilities.7 It is critical to note that these
phrases may not have uniform definitions across government agencies, and it is worth
scrutinizing precisely what is meant by them. Information characterized as “open
source” or “publicly available” may not in fact be readily available to the public, and
may require specialized companies to conduct research and collect data specifically to
meet the terms of a government contract.

Figure 1. Illustration of how the term “open source” is used in some solicitations. Source: FBI (2018) Computer
Assisted Legal Research 5, (Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013) - pg. 28.
For some agencies, publicly available information, or PAI, explicitly covers
commercially available data. The Department of Defense, for purposes of defense
intelligence activities, defines PAI as including “information that has been published or
broadcast for public consumption, is available on request to the public, is accessible online or otherwise to the public, is available to the public by subscription or purchase”
(Department of Defense, 2016). The Office of the Director of National Intelligence
(ODNI) Attorney General Procedures for Conducting Intelligence Activities
(Attorney General Guidelines), outline the core framework for ODNI’s collection and
handling of information concerning U.S. persons. The Attorney General Guidelines
define public availability in similar language, with the caveat that “commercially
acquired data” may only be considered publicly available if non-U.S. government
persons or corporations could acquire the data from the same source. The CIA has also
adopted rules outlining what information may be considered to be publicly available
7

Memorandum for Record – Limiting Competition at or below the Simplified Acquisition Threshold
- Modification # P00005 to existing Contract # W15QKN-15-C-0111.
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(CIA, 2017; Kris, 2017). Unfortunately, other agencies may not limit the data they
purchase to information that members of the public might actually find to be available
to them. Thus, it is possible that “commercial acquisitions of data may be so tailored
and specialized for government use, and unavailable to a similarly situated private-sector
purchaser, that the data cannot be considered publicly available” (Office of the Director
of National Intelligence, 2020, p. 31).
This is not to say that the terms ‘open source’ or ‘publicly available’ always misleadingly
designate commercially acquired data unavailable to private purchasers; by the same
token, these terms in government purchase orders and contracts do not automatically
preclude commercial acquisition of data that as a practical matter is available only to the
government.
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I

n our review of publicly available documents of law enforcement
and intelligence agency Requests for Proposals (RFPs) for data
broker products, we found 30 awards valued at approximately
$86 million in total. This is a very small proportion of the actual
number and overall value of these transactions since information about
such transactions can be difficult to obtain. Moreover, the number of
transactions understates the use of commercially acquired data because
agencies also frequently share data that is obtained; Forensic Logic’s
COPLINK X, for instance, utilizes 3225 individual data sources and
a billion law enforcement records, bi-directional interfaces to feed and
retrieve data to and from federal repositories among all its clients.8
The documents suggest that data obtained from brokers are employed
for a variety of purposes such as pre-investigative inquiries, intelligence
gathering, crime prevention, or criminal investigations. Indeed,
commercially acquired data feeds into the data-driven operation of
modern law enforcement and intelligence (Rieke et al., 2016, p. 34), a
phenomenon which scholars have called “big data policing”(Ferguson,
2019; Lamdan, 2019). Moreover, this trend appears to be increasing,
and Congress is pressing the intelligence agencies to elevate the
importance of, and increase reliance on, “open-source” information
(Aftergood, 2021).
Law enforcement and intelligence agencies obtain numerous forms of
data commercially where, as we explained above, legal process should
be required, or where the original provider is precluded from disclosing
information directly to the government under ECPA. As noted above,
the data collected and sold by data brokers includes various types of
sensitive data (e.g., health data, travel patterns, financial information,
etc.). We focus here on the types of data that law enforcement and
intelligence agencies generally seek to purchase from brokers, including
mobile device geolocation data, communications data and metadata,
and license plate reader (LPR) data.
////

A. Mobile device
geolocation data

Geolocation data generated by operation of a mobile device entails
latitude-longitude coordinates that can be derived from numerous
sources, including GPS, cell tower triangulation, WiFi connection data,
8

Sole Source Procurement Justification (Dona Ana County Sheriff’s Department,
$45.5k, Forensic Logic LLC, 2020-2021).
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or other techniques. Geolocation data is often associated with a mobile advertising ID,
or a unique user-resettable identifier that tracks the user’s behavior and usage of apps.
This ID allows advertisers to personalize ads delivered to that user. It’s essentially the
mobile application equivalent of a third-party web browser cookie, which is also used
to track user activities. The two main mobile advertising IDs are Apple’s Identifier
for Advertisers (IDFA) and Google’s Advertising ID (GAID)/Android Advertising
ID (AAID).9 Location-based marketers view geolocation data as a “key ingredient for
marketers in reaching consumers in their increasingly connected day-to-day lives,”
pointing out in 2019 that 82% of marketers had utilized location data to personalize
customer experiences, and even more planned to do so in the future (Factual, 2019).

Law enforcement location
analysis is sometimes called
“location intelligence” and
may be used in multiple
law enforcement contexts
beyond simply crime
analysis; numerous agencies
put significant resources into
geolocation analysis.

Various locales including retail stores, airports, and hotels use Mobile Location
Analytics (MLA) technology to understand aspects like traffic or where customers
spend the most time browsing. “MLA works by detecting a device’s WiFi MAC or
Bluetooth address, which is a twelve-digit alphanumeric string assigned to the device by
manufacturers” (Future of Privacy Forum, 2016). Geolocation data utilized in ad-tech
does not necessarily leverage the precise location built into mobile operating systems—
such as GPS, cell site location data, and WiFi networks—and much location data used
is consequently inefficient (Williams, 2019). Although brokers may compile this data in
order to sell it for such commercial uses, as described below, government agencies have
also sought to purchase this information, including for law enforcement purposes. For
example, although Mobilewalla asserts that its business model does not focus on sales
to law enforcement, it acknowledged in November 2021 that it had been the source
of mobile device data used by DHS, the IRS, and other government agencies to track
mobile phones without warrants (Tau, 2021c).10
Location, particularly digital locations derived from mobile devices, can constitute a
critical component of modern criminal investigations. Marketing materials for location
analytics provided by the Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI), a company
providing geographic information system (GIS) software and support, emphasize
how “[o]ne of the foundations of criminological theory is that three things are needed
for a crime to occur: a motivated offender, a suitable target, and a location” (ESRI,
2017). Law enforcement location analysis is sometimes called “location intelligence”
and may be used in multiple law enforcement contexts beyond simply crime analysis;

9

Note that Apple has added an option for consumers to opt-out these forms of tracking. See https://
developer.apple.com/app-store/user-privacy-and-data-use/ [https://perma.cc/Y364-E2H8]. Google
has implemented a similar option as well: https://support.google.com/googleplay/android-developer/
answer/6048248?hl=en [https://perma.cc/QCT2-6MD3].

10

Further, news reporting indicates that law enforcement and intelligence agencies have sometimes
sought data sets outside of the federal contracting process through voluntary productions by
employees of digital marketing and location analytics companies (Tau, 2021c).
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numerous agencies put significant resources into geolocation analysis.11 For example,
one geofencing search warrant indicates how “[l]ocation data can assist investigators
in understanding a fuller geographic picture and timeline by identifying the cellular
telephones in the area during the offenses described” (Affidavit, Search of Information
on Computer Servers Controlled by Google, Inc, 2018). This has the effect of “possibly
inculpating or exculpating account owners,” which has simultaneously led to privacy
concerns over the impact of the practice on bystanders (Note, 2021).
The FBI has publicly acknowledged that it utilizes commercially-obtained data in
pre-investigative activities. While the FBI does not discuss or disclose investigative
techniques, a picture of various uses of commercially-obtained data can be pieced
together from various public sources. The FBI may, pursuant to the 2008 Attorney
General’s Guidelines on Domestic FBI Operations, open an “Assessment” on any
individual or organization without a criminal predicate. An assessment is a preinvestigative stage, and according to FBI documents can include searching “commercial
and government databases.” Location data from commercial sources may also be
utilized (German & Hockett, 2017). The FBI has contracted with the data broker
Venntel as well as another firm to access Venntel’s portal (Fang, 2020).12 Venntel
sells location data harvested from a variety of sources including ordinary apps. In
the Venntel system, agencies can access a panel where users view the locations of
smartphones over time, with data sourced from many companies and ad firms, as well as
apps including weather apps.
Customs and Border Protection (CBP) also contracted with Venntel in 2020.
Reportedly, CBP could use the technology to identify specific people, searching an area
“to look for devices in that particular place, or by looking up an identifier of a specific
device” (Cox, 2020). DHS also has contracted with Venntel to purchase ‘geographic
marketing data,’ though it is unclear what is contained in this ‘geographic’ data.13
Thomson Reuters, a Canadian company and one of the world’s largest data aggregators
with revenue of more than $5 billion annually (Thomson Reuters, 2021), has contracts
worth tens of millions of dollars with law enforcement agencies for a multitude of
purposes, including location tracking, and it continues to maintain contracts with
11

E.g. in June 2020 the FBI entered into a $4.3 million one-year contract with ESRI for ArcGIS
products and services. BPA Call 15F06718A0008180-15F06720F0002074 (FBI, $4.3 million,
Environmental Systems Research Institute, Inc., 2021); DHS maintained a contract of nearly $2
million through 2021 with Ardent Management Consulting Inc. for “geospatial data and operational
support.” BPA Call HSHQDC16A00005-70RTAC19FC0000065 (DHS, $1.3 million, Ardent
Management Consulting, Inc. 2019-2021). See also (Tau, 2020).

12

See Delivery Order NNG15SC77B-15F06720F0000659 (FBI, $22.3k, Govplace Inc., 2020-2021).

13

Delivery Order HSHQDC12D00013-70RSAT18FR0000172 (DHS, $671k, Panamerica
Computers, Inc., 2018-2019); Delivery Order HSHQDC13D00022-70RSAT18FR0000052 (DHS,
$362k, Govplace, Inc., 2018-2019).
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numerous law enforcement and intelligence agencies (Thomson Reuters, 2019).14
Thomson Reuters Special Services (TRSS), LLC, a specialized U.S. subsidiary
of Thomson Reuters which provides “strategic and tactical global risk insights,”
(Thomson Reuters, n.d.-a) offers numerous databases including the Consolidated Lead
Evaluation and Reporting (CLEAR) database. A sole source justification from the
Marine Corps Intelligence Surveillance Reconnaissance Enterprise references CLEAR’s
ability to provide a “live gateway” to “cell phone data.”15 The extent and scope of this
“cell phone data” is not readily apparent. ICE indicated that TRSS’ proprietary services
“will allow the agency to quickly build a full picture of a person of interest through
finding contact and location information, identifying associations, making connections
between individuals, activities, locations, and more with the most recent and relevant
information updated frequently.”16 The Department of Treasury Office of Intelligence
and Analysis also contracted with CLEAR beginning in 2021.17
Similarly, the RELX Group, which provides LexisNexis Accurint law enforcement
services, has entered into contracts worth over $10 million with CBP, ICE, the Secret
Service, and Citizenship and Immigration Services.18 RELX also owns ThreatMetrix,
a cybersecurity company that tracks users online; LexisNexis ThreatMetrix advertises
its “first layer of defense” to include “web & mobile device intelligence” as well as “true
geolocation” (LexisNexis, 2021a). As part of this, Lexis advertises its Digital Identity
Network which boasts the following capabilities:
The LexisNexis® Digital Identity Network® collects and processes global
shared intelligence from millions of daily consumer interactions including
logins, payments, and new account applications. Using this information,
the ThreatMetrix solution creates a unique digital identity for each user by
analyzing the myriad connections between devices, locations, and anonymized
personal information. (LexisNexis, 2021a)(PDF download).

14

As a result of CLEAR, among other things, pressure has mounted on the company from shareholders
to re-examine its contracts (Dang & Kerber, 2021).

15

Sole Source Justification M0009619SUINS07 (Marine Corps Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance Enterprise, Thomson Reuters, 2019); Limited Source Justification and Approval
(Naval Supply Systems Command, Thomson Reuters, 2021).

16

Office of Acquisition Management, Sole Source Justification, J&A-19-0208 (DHS, ICE, OAQ,
IOSD, OPR, $3.4 million, Thomson Reuters Special Services LLC, 2019-2021); Definitive Contract
70CMSD21C00000002 (DHS, $4.2 million, Thomson Reuters Special Services LLC, 2021-2026).

17

Special Notice to Sole Source 2032H321N00072 (OIA, Thomson Reuters, 2021).

18

Delivery Order LC14C7121-70B04C18F00000031 (CBP, $8.8 million, RELX Inc., 2017-2021);
Delivery Order 03310319D0028-70SBUR19F00000548 (Citizenship and Immigration, $484k,
RELX Inc., 2019-2020); Delivery Order 03310319D0028-70CDCR20FR0000053 (ICE, $115k,
RELX Inc., 2020-2021); Delivery Order 03310319D0028-70US0920F3OTH0082 (Secret Service,
$830k, RELX Inc., 2020-2022).
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Lexis also offers a “ThreatMetrix for Government” product which boasts the ability
to provide “locations” and “past online/location behavior” (See Figure 2).19 Brochures
as well as a Lexis federal supply schedule indicate that the service can provide real-time
location and device intelligence. The service further advertises: “ThreatMetrix for
Government provides the fast, digital identity assessment agencies need. It harnesses
data intelligence about devices, locations, identities and past behaviors across one of
the world’s largest, crowdsourced, global digital networks. The result is government
agencies know who they’re transacting with, reducing access from fraudsters and
bots” (LexisNexis, 2021b). While agencies may not typically list the specific databases
they purchase from a vendor in procurement records, ICE has previously referenced
ThreatMetrix by name in a $112.5k contract award acquired through the FirstSource II
contract vehicle.20

Figure 2. Data available from the “ThreatMetrix for Government’’ service. Source: LexisNexis, Authorized Federal
Supply Schedule Pricelist, GS00F178DA, 2016-2021, p. 9.
The FBI also seeks certain GPS Internet and social media footprint information from
companies like Thomson Reuters and RELX Group. In a solicitation for “Computer
Assisted Legal Research 5” or “CALR 5,” a category typically awarded to these
companies, the FBI lays out in some detail the capabilities it seeks. Desired capabilities
include a large number of personal data points, including social security number,
address, date of birth, citizenship, and marital status. Other forms of data include
phone data, utility records, and data points on businesses. However, the FBI also
indicates it is “optional but advantageous” to have “GPS information if available open
source.”21 As noted previously, it is unclear what the FBI considers to be open source,
19

LexisNexis, Authorized Federal Supply Schedule Pricelist, GS00F178DA, 2016-2021, p. 9.

20

Delivery Order HSHQDC13D00015-HSSCCG17J00139 (ICE, $112.5k, FirstSource II, 20172018).

21

Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013, pp. 24-32 et seq. (FBI, Computer Assisted Legal Research 5,
2018); [full document pages 1-50 / pages 51-104].
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and whether it views obtaining location information commercially from brokers as
‘open source’. It is also unclear whether the FBI considers ‘open source’ to include
data compiled specifically for the FBI to purchase, even where no other customer
would actually be able to find or purchase that information. For example, in the same
solicitation, the FBI sought the ability that “searches must remain non-attributable”
and “untraceable.”22 This language suggests that the FBI was seeking a tailored product,
rather than a dataset that might actually be available for purchase by private entities or
the general public.
The DEA, from 2020 to 2021, has signed numerous contracts with the data broker
Babel Street; the IRS, the Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign Assets Control
(OFAC) (Biddle, 2021), the Secret Service, and ICE have also utilized Babel Street.23
One of Babel Street’s software solutions, Locate X, which it offers as a standard service,
provides “historical digital device location data” derived from “geo-enabled advertising
sources,” or popular mobile apps (Babel Street, 2020b; Levinson, 2020). The company
has been secretive about the capabilities program, making users agree to not cite the
product as a basis for legal process (see Figure 3) (Babel Street, 2020a, p. 9). One DEA
contract with Babel Street for $220k merely references “data collection.”24 Babel Street
advertises that it runs an AI-enabled “analytics platform” which allows for search
of thousands of PAI (publicly available information) sources in over 200 languages,
although again it is unclear what is meant by ‘publicly available.’ The firm indicates that
this information can be used to “discover and decipher insights” on persons of interest
(Babel Street, 2021a).

22

Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013, pp. 24-32 et seq. (FBI, Computer Assisted Legal Research 5,
2018), pg 32; [full document pages 1-50 / pages 51-104].

23

Definitive Contract 70US0919C70090057 (Secret Service, $2 million, Babel Street, Inc., 2019-2020);
BPA Call DJF161200S0009106-15DDHQ20F00001467 (DEA, $220k, Babel Street, Inc., 20202021); BPA Call 70CMSD19A00000007-70CMSD19FC0000052 (ICE, $1.5 million, Babel Street,
Inc., 2019-2021).

24

BPA Call DJF161200S0009106-15DDHQ20F00001467 (DEA, $220k, Babel Street, Inc., 20202021).
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Figure 3. Segment
from Babel Street’s User
Agreement for Locate X.
Source: (Babel Street, 2020a,
p. 9).

ICE in 2020 sought the ability to “[g]eo-locate individuals beyond standard geotagging,” explaining that “[t]he government defines geo-locating as the ability to
provide a specific location of the subject/threat actor.”25 It also sought the “[a]bility to
determine (via publicly facing information) which social media websites were accessed
by users prior to making a threat [toward a senior ICE employee],” although it is
unclear what ‘publicly facing’ is restricted to, and its data sources also include “available
proprietary sources,” meaning that this information could be commercially sourced.26
Further, law enforcement and immigration enforcement monitoring of individuals’
social media usage raises a variety of serious civil liberties and civil rights concerns,
including chilling free speech (Brennan Center for Justice, 2019).
Intelligence agencies, including the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), have also
reportedly purchased commercial databases containing location data from smartphone
apps and searched them for the past movements of Americans without a warrant
(Savage, 2021). While commercially available databases may be initially purchased in
order to acquire location data for investigations regarding foreigners outside the United
States, the databases may not necessarily separate the data of U.S. persons from non-

25

Solicitation 70CMSW20R00000002 (ICE, 2020).

26

Solicitation 70CMSW20R00000002 (ICE, 2020), pg 5.
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U.S. persons. Although the Intelligence Community has not released information
regarding whether and to what extent other intelligence agencies may purchase
information from data brokers, the DIA has publicly stated that it does so, and takes
the position that it “does not construe the Carpenter decision to require a judicial
warrant endorsing purchase or use of commercially available data for intelligence
purposes” (Savage, 2021).
////

B. Communications
data and metadata

Babel Street offers Locate X as a standard service, which provides historical location
data obtained from advertising sources; however, the firm offers for “select” customers,
“pending approved use cases,” the opportunity to use “Locate X Premium.” The
Premium version “offers access to additional metadata and is an add-on purchase to
Locate X” (Babel Street, 2020b). It is not defined what metadata is included in addition
to, but associated with, device location data (Cox, 2021c). The Secret Service, Drug
Enforcement Administration, and ICE have all utilized Babel Street,27 although it is
unclear whether agencies subscribe to Locate X Premium in addition to the standard
Locate X service.
One solicitation by ICE seeks the capability to “identify whether a user has deleted
messages and provide content from deleted accounts and/or deleted messages where
applicable.”28 Deleted messages would no longer be public-facing or publicly available;
if law enforcement sought that information from a service provider, it would thus
likely need a warrant. The social media sources sought to be covered include Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Tumblr, YouTube, Flickr, and Pinterest,
among others, and the solicitation states that the capability should include the ability
to “[m]onitor and analyze all social media activities . . . in REAL-TIME,” with the
emphasis on ‘real-time’ occurring in the original document.29 That $2.1 million
contract, with a potential value of $5.5 million, was ultimately awarded to Barbaricum
LLC, for a duration of five years from March 2020.30 Barbaricum is an “all-inclusive
government contracting firm” that is partnered with Palantir, which provides various
services including analytical support and data integration (Barbaricum, 2021; Palantir,
2021).

27

Definitive Contract 70US0919C70090057 (Secret Service, $2 million, Babel Street, Inc., 2019-2020);
BPA Call DJF161200S0009106-15DDHQ20F00001467 (DEA, $220k, Babel Street, Inc., 20202021); BPA Call 70CMSD19A00000007-70CMSD19FC0000052 (ICE, $1.5 million, Babel Street,
Inc., 2019-2021).

28

Solicitation 70CMSW20R00000002 (ICE, 2020).

29

Solicitation 70CMSW20R00000002 (ICE, 2020), pgs. 4-5.

30

Definitive Contract 70CMSW20C00000001 (ICE, $5.5 million, Barbaricum LLC, 2020-2025).
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A 2020 solicitation by an FBI field office for social media alerting capabilities sought
“early alerts on ongoing national security and public safety-related events through
lawfully collected/acquired social media data.”31 It went on to seek “[t]he missioncritical capitalization of open source social media data from multiple platforms” and in
response to follow-up questions from vendors regarding what data sources should be
used, indicated that “[v]endors are encouraged to provide the most comprehensive data
sets available.”32 That request led to a five-year $3.2 million contract, potentially worth
up to $14.1 million, for ZeroFox software.33 ZeroFox is a threat analytics platform
that includes coverage for top social networks like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and
LinkedIn (ZeroFox, 2021). The company indicates that it acquires data from “third
party data providers” and promises that it takes “steps to ensure that such third parties
are legally permitted” to disclose the data (ZeroFox, 2020). However, this commitment
does not address the other end of the equation, whether a potential buyer (i.e. the
government) is legally permitted to purchase the data. Further, government agencies
have taken the position that it is legal under Carpenter to commercially acquire data
that would otherwise require a warrant or process such as a 2703(d) order. Thus the
phrase “lawfully collected” is one that should be scrutinized and not assumed to exclude
data that would ordinarily require legal process to access.
A Marine Corps publication indicating an intent to contract with Thomson Reuters
CLEAR describes a “significant differentiator” of the CLEAR service is its ability to
provide “[l]ive gateways to real-time data from primary source and unique data only
available to CLEAR, such as cell phone data, carrier data, and utility records.”34 It is
unclear what the scope of this real-time cell phone data entails, and whether it includes
communications, although various divisions of the Marine Corps have since contracted
with CLEAR.35
////

C. License plate
reader (LPR) data

Automated license plate readers (ALPRs) are computerized camera systems that
capture all license plate numbers that come into view, recording the location, date, time,
as well as photographs of the vehicle and, at times, drivers and passengers. ALPRs are
typically placed at checkpoints at intersections, on highways, or bridges and tunnels. As
LPR information is aggregated, it can be used to triangulate location information on
where individuals have traveled over time.

31

Request for Proposal 15F06720R0000063 (FBI, Redstone Arsenal Field Office, 2020).

32

Request for Proposal 15F06720R0000063, Social Media Solicitation (FBI, Redstone Arsenal Field
Office, 2020).

33

Purchase Order 15F06721P0002431 (FBI, $14.1 million, CMA Technology, Inc. 2021).

34

Sole Source Justification, M0009619SUINS07 (Marine Corps Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance Enterprise, Thomson Reuters, 2019).

35

See, e.g., Notice of Intent to Sole Source (Marine Corps, Thomson Reuters, 2021).
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ICE, for example, utilizes LPR data to conduct various forms of queries. ICE in a May
2021 Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) acknowledged expanding its query abilities
from full license plate numbers to allow for geofencing, partial license plates, and
plate scanning applications on agent’s mobile devices. In the PIA, ICE recognized the
sensitivity and potential intrusiveness of such data, and explicitly acknowledged:
A “pattern of vehicle movement” can provide a sweeping account of location
information and may disclose sensitive information about the vehicle based on
the vehicle’s physical movements. For example, these queries can reveal excessive
information outside the scope of an investigation, and could potentially indicate
otherwise lawful activity, such as traveling to a doctor’s appointment, school, or
participating in a First Amendment-protected activity (DHS, 2021, p. 6).
ICE states in the PIA that to mitigate this risk, personnel are “trained to focus on
vehicles suspected to be involved in criminal activity” (DHS, 2021, p. 6). However,
focusing on actual criminal suspects does not address the concern that such collection
may in fact require a warrant; if the collection is gathering sufficient data to show a
particular person’s pattern of movement, including such activities as participation in
First Amendment-protected activities, this should require a warrant under the Supreme
Court’s decision in Carpenter.
The most prominent national provider of LPR technology is Vigilant Solutions,
which provides both stationary and mobile LPR systems manufactured by Motorola
which apply optical character recognition (OCR) algorithms to identify plates. The
ReaperHD Mobile License Plate Recognition Camera System is a vehicle-mounted box
that can detect “hot listed” vehicles using real-time analytics (Motorola Solutions, n.d.).
Vigilant has periodically contracted with federal agencies directly, such as a five-year,
quarter-million dollar contract with DHS, or a small contract with a local FBI field
office in Kailua Kona, Hawaii.36
However, Vigilant data is most commonly utilized indirectly through Thomson
Reuters CLEAR, which incorporates Vigilant’s database and contains over seven
billion records and can provide hundreds of millions of sightings per month (Thomson
Reuters, n.d.-b). For instance, a four-year, $7.4 million dollar award between DHS
and West Publishing Corporation, which is owned by Thomson Reuters, is described
as being for “access to license plate reader database.”37 The Department of Defense
outlines why it sees particular value in CLEAR’s Vigilant database:
36

Purchase Order HSBP1015P00498 (CBP, $253.4k, Vigilant Solutions, LLC, 2015-2020); Purchase
Order 15JA5418P00000346 (FBI, $5.4k, Kailua Kona Field Office, Vigilant Solutions, LLC, 20182019).

37

Purchase Order 70CDCR18P00000017 (ICE, $7.4 million, West Publishing Corporation, 20172021).
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Agents and officers also require license plate recognition capability that will
combine national data with nationwide Vigilant Solutions data. This will
enable law enforcement to take vehicle-involved investigations to a more precise
level even with partial data (i.e. partial plates, geographic landmarks, and
vehicle associations). These combined capabilities will allow the agency to quickly
build a full picture of a person of interest through finding contact and location
information, identifying associations, making connections between individuals,
activities, locations, and more with the most recent and relevant information
updated frequently.38
The terms of the CLEAR indicate that “[d]ue to the regulated or private nature of
some data in our information products such as credit header data, motor vehicle data,
driver license data and voter registration data, you may need to complete a credentialing
process which will include certifying what your legally permissible use of the data will
be” (Thomson Reuters, 2020). CLEAR’s contracts stipulate that “[a]ccess to LPR
data via the gateway in CLEAR is limited to subscribers that have a legitimate law
enforcement or investigative purpose and a permissible use under the U.S. Drivers
Privacy Protection Act (18 U.S.C. §2721 et seq.).”39 This language raises questions
how a private entity verifies that users possess such a “legitimate law enforcement or
investigative purpose,” and whether such a check is helpful at all to have. Moreover, the
obligation should be on government agencies to ensure that they are complying with
legal requirements, including requirements for search warrants or appropriate court
orders.
In its solicitation for Computer Assisted Legal Research, the FBI outlines several of the
criteria it wishes for LPR data to obtain.40

38

Limited Source Justification for CLEAR Subscriptions HQ0034-19-F-0013 (Department of Defense,
Force Protection Agency, Thomson Reuters, 2018).

39

Thomson Reuters General Terms and Conditions, Version 2.1, attached to Notice of Contract No.
200000000689 (State of Michigan, $1.8 million, West Publishing Corporation, 2020-2023).

40

Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013, pp. 24-32 et seq. (FBI, Computer Assisted Legal Research 5,
2018); [full document pages 1-50 / pages 51-104].
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Figure 4. Example of LPR data requested in one FBI solicitation. Source: Solicitation 15JPSS19R00000013, pp. 2432 et seq. (FBI, Computer Assisted Legal Research 5, 2018); [full document pages 1-50 / pages 51-104].
In 2020, CBP contracted with Thundercat Technology LLC for more than $500,000,
for analytics equipment across several cities including Miami, Tucson, and Spokane.41
Thundercat dubs itself a “value-added reseller” of technology (Thundercat Technology,
2021). DHS has also contracted other vendors for LPR management support.42
////

D. Other types of
brokered data

Many additional forms of data on individuals are collected by data brokers and sold to
government agencies. Many of these categories may fall outside ECPA, and therefore
go beyond the question of the ECPA loophole that has enabled federal agencies to gain
commercial access to data that would require legal process to obtain directly. However,
as described above, the broad language of the Supreme Court’s decision in Carpenter
suggests that other categories of data that can reveal the “privacies of life” when
collected at scale, may also require law enforcement to obtain a warrant. Therefore,
it is useful to outline briefly several of these categories of data that present significant
privacy implications and are worthy of consideration, and further research. Although
this is not an exhaustive list of the types of data available from brokers that also
implicate privacy concerns, the examples below are illustrative of the types of data that
law enforcement and intelligence agencies have sought to purchase from data brokers
that raise privacy concerns.

41

Delivery Order HSHQDC13D00002-70B03C20F00001399 (CBP, $199.1k, Thundercat
Technology, LLC, 2020); Delivery Order HSHQDC13D00002-70B03C20F00001210 (CBP,
$359.9k, Thundercat Technology, LLC, 2020).

42

In April 2021, CBP entered into a $548k contract with Chevo Consulting LLC for “license plate
reader program management support.” Purchase Order GS00Q14OADS111-70B03C21F00000352
(CBP, $548k, Chevo Consulting LLC, 2020-2021).
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1. Utilities
Utilities data can be used to ascertain addresses; power contracts and usage can be
used to infer how many people live at a residence or when individuals are not at home
(Electronic Privacy Information Center, 2021). ICE utilizes data from various utilities
in order to effectuate arrests and sometimes deportations (Joseph, 2017; Lamdan,
2019; Mijente & Just Futures Law, 2021). West’s CLEAR product has been a source
for utility records for law enforcement (Mijente & Just Futures Law, 2021) although
it may lose access to this data as of December 2021 (Harwell 2021). Previously, Army
Intelligence has indicated that where individuals are not easily traceable via “traditional
sources,” utility data may provide the “only current and accurate address and phone
number data available,” and that CLEAR “offers the most comprehensive utility
locator information on the market.”43

The use of facial recognition
and other biometric tools
for law enforcement and
immigration enforcement
purposes raises a series
of threats to privacy and
civil rights, including a
disproportionate impact
on Black and Brown
communities.

2. Biometrics
Biometrics include the measurement and analysis of unique physical or behavioral
characteristics of individuals for verification or identification purposes. Because
of the unique identifiers they provide, biometrics have a variety of applications in
authentication, including building access, device unlocking, or banking. Examples of
biometrics include facial recognition, fingerprints, iris recognition, voice recognition,
or behavioral metrics including keystroke dynamics and signature recognition.
Biometrics are seeing increasing importance in investigations. However, the use of
facial recognition and other biometric tools for law enforcement and immigration
enforcement purposes raises a series of threats to privacy and civil rights, including a
disproportionate impact on Black and Brown communities (Franklin, 2021; Nojeim,
2021). The most prominent biometrics aggregator is Clearview AI, which scrapes
various platforms for images, often in violation of terms of use (see generally Ferguson,
2021). ICE, for instance, contracted with Clearview in 2020 (Hatmaker, 2020).
3. Mobility data
Certain mobility services, which includes ride shares, scooters, and bikes implemented
by many cities across the United States, include real-time geolocation tracking features.
Some cities, including the District of Columbia and Los Angeles, have compelled
mobility service providers to disclose location information reflecting the travels of
customers including trip origins, destinations, routes taken, and time of travel. CDT
has urged that data reporting in the city planning context be limited to aggregated
data rather than individual trip-level data (Nojeim & Azarmi, 2020). Data brokers are
emerging that focus on mobility data (Matute et al., 2020), though it is unclear the
43

Sole Source Justification, M0009619SUINS07 (Marine Corps Intelligence Surveillance
Reconnaissance Enterprise, Thomson Reuters, 2019).
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extent to which private data brokers currently obtain or have contracts for mobility
data specifically with law enforcement or intelligence services. However, the National
Association of City Transportation Officials already anticipates law enforcement
demand for this data, having issued guidance for how to manage law enforcement
requests, which suggests that commercial demands may be on the horizon as well
(NACTO & IMLA, 2019). Mobility data – which can include real-time location
data on individuals – contains a wealth of information regarding movement patterns,
“raising a host of privacy issues” (Azarmi, 2020). Government should be required to
obtain a warrant in order to access such data (Nojeim & Jain, 2021).

36
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A

s this report describes, there is an extensive ecosystem of data
brokers, whose customers include federal law enforcement and
intelligence agencies. The data that such government agencies
purchase commercially includes vast amounts of sensitive
information, including location data and biometrics.
Data brokers operate in a largely unregulated market and government
agencies have been able to exploit gaps in explicit statutory and
constitutional prohibitions to evade otherwise applicable legal
requirements. Congress intended to regulate the circumstances under
which much of this information could be disclosed to the government,
as demonstrated by the enactment of ECPA, described above. However,
35 years have passed since Congress passed ECPA, and as with so many
aspects of that statute, it does not provide adequate safeguards to
clearly cover the digital world that we live in today (Calabrese, 2017).44
Similarly, the Supreme Court in Carpenter v. United States recognized
the sensitivity of data that can reveal the “privacies of life” and held
that the government must obtain a warrant in order to obtain certain
types of sensitive information from private third parties. However,
government agencies have interpreted the opinion narrowly.45
As a result, government agencies have been able to purchase sensitive
data from brokers in an end run around otherwise applicable legal
requirements under ECPA and the Fourth Amendment. While this
report focuses on federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies, the
analysis, findings, and recommendations should apply to state and local
government actors as well.
As noted above, the most urgent issue revealed by this report is
the necessity of closing the loophole that allows federal agencies to
commercially acquire data that agencies would otherwise require
legal process to obtain directly from service providers. In addition,
policymakers and companies can and should take a number of
additional steps to address the threats to civil liberties posed by agencies’

44

See also https://digitaldueprocess.org [perma.cc/5FY6-RF2C].

45

A forthcoming law review article analyzes lower court decisions interpreting
Carpenter and finds that courts have been most likely to extend the warrant
requirement where the data sought is considered to be revealing and significant
amounts of data are being collected (Tokson, 2021). The analysis does not include
collection by intelligence agencies, since only law enforcement collection can be
tested in court when challenged by criminal defendants.
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practices of purchasing vast quantities of sensitive information from data brokers.
Therefore, CDT offers a series of recommendations for policymakers and private
companies to address these concerns.
////

A. For Policymakers

1. Congress should pass the Fourth Amendment Is Not for Sale Act.
This legislation seeks to close the ECPA loophole that, as evidenced by this report, has
enabled an entire lucrative industry around government contracts for data that the
government should not access without appropriate legal process. As described above,
ECPA requires different types of legal process depending on the particular type of
data. These protections of ECPA lose meaning if they can be so easily sidestepped. Left
unaddressed, the threat is that the practice and industry will only expand further.
The Fourth Amendment Is Not for Sale Act will close this loophole by amending
ECPA to extend its protections to any “intermediary service provider that delivers,
stores, or processes communications” of a “covered person” under the Act. It would
create a category of information that is “illegitimately obtained” to include records
obtained from an ECS provider or an RCS provider in a manner that violates service
agreements or is inconsistent with privacy policies, or to records obtained by deceit.
The bill explicitly provides that “A law enforcement agency of a governmental entity
and an element of the intelligence community may not obtain from a third party
in exchange for anything of value a covered customer or subscriber record or any
illegitimately obtained information” (Fourth Amendment Is Not For Sale Act, 2021).
It is important to recognize that this legislation would not cover all types of sensitive
data that government agencies purchase commercially, such as biometric information.
Additional legislative and policy measures will be required to fully address the concerns
outlined in this report.
2. Law enforcement and intelligence agencies should stop purchasing
sensitive data at scale (or access to collections of data) that reveal the
“privacies of life” under the Supreme Court’s analysis in Carpenter
v. United States – or abide by Fourth Amendment standards before
searching through any such data.
As described above, many types of data, when collected at scale, can provide an
“intimate window into a person’s life,” with the result that people have a reasonable
expectation of privacy in such information. This could extend beyond the data covered
by ECPA -- and therefore beyond the scope of the Fourth Amendment is Not for Sale
Act. For example, biometric data, which may be held by companies that are not ECS
or RCS providers under ECPA, can be especially sensitive and highly privacy invasive
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if used to track an individual’s movements (Center on Privacy & Technology, 2019;
The Constitution Project’s Task Force on Facial Recognition Surveillance & Jake
Laperruque, 2019). Moreover, categories of data such as utility records from smart
meters may be highly revealing when aggregated with other data.46
When law enforcement agencies seek to acquire such sensitive information and use it
with regard to a particular individual, the Fourth Amendment’s warrant requirement
should apply. With regard to acquisition and use of such data by intelligence agencies,
although the government has argued that there is a foreign intelligence exception to the
warrant requirement, the Fourth Amendment nonetheless applies to acquisition of
data about Americans. Thus, even if the warrant requirement is ultimately determined
by the Supreme Court not to apply, as intelligence agencies acknowledge, acquisition
of data about Americans must meet the Fourth Amendment’s reasonableness standard.
Under this standard, intelligence agencies should not be permitted to simply purchase
sensitive types of data from data brokers without establishing robust safeguards for
collection, use, sharing, and retention of this data.
3. Law enforcement and intelligence agencies should provide
transparency regarding their procurement processes, including their
purchases of data from data brokers.
Government agencies should provide transparency for their procurement processes in
any procurement for data about individual Americans. Solicitations and procurement
awards should contain meaningful descriptions of the types of data sought and
acquired, and the use to which it will be put. As noted above, the Defense Intelligence
Agency disclosed, in response to a congressional request, that it purchases commercially
available location data aggregated from smartphones, and described how it uses that
data. Any federal law enforcement or intelligence agency that purchases data about
Americans should publicly disclose the types of data that it purchases and the ways in
which it uses that data. Agencies should update such public disclosures on a regular
periodic basis. In addition, agency Privacy and Civil Liberties Officers should ensure
that Privacy Impact Assessments are prepared and released before their agency obtains
access to data about Americans held in a commercial database, and that the privacy and
civil liberties risks attendant to agency access to such data are properly described in the
PIA.47

46

The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit recently held in Leaders of a Beautiful Struggle
v. Baltimore Police Department that the police department’s warrantless collection of location
information through aerial surveillance, when combined with other data, violated individuals’
expectation of privacy under Carpenter and required a warrant (Li & Nojeim, 2021).

47

For example, the form the Department of Homeland Security uses to guide the creation of PIAs
requires the person preparing the report to explain why the project at issue uses information obtained
from commercial sources and how that information will be used. Department of Homeland Security,
Privacy PIA Template, p. 3 Section 2.3, available at https://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/privacy/
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4. Congress should conduct hearings to examine data broker sales to
foreign governments, as well as U.S. intelligence agencies’ sharing of
data purchased from data brokers.
Congress should explore the extent to which data brokers currently sell sensitive
information regarding Americans to foreign governments. This will enable Congress to
assess whether and to what extent limits on intelligence agency purchases of such data
should be accompanied by limits on the ability of data brokers to sell information to
foreign governments. In addition, Congress should examine U.S. intelligence agencies
practices regarding the sharing of sensitive information about Americans purchased
from data brokers with foreign governments.
5. Congress should enact comprehensive consumer privacy legislation.
In addition to restricting the ability of law enforcement and intelligence agencies to
purchase information from data brokers, Congress should also protect the rights of
consumers whose information is collected and sold by brokers, which includes sales in
other contexts. The time is overdue for comprehensive consumer privacy legislation,
including regulation of data brokers, and limits on what personal data companies are
able to sell, as well as safeguards for when personal data is sold. As CDT has previously
proposed, this should include such measures as encouraging the Federal Trade
Commission to create an opt-out registry of data brokers. A federal consumer privacy
law should also limit the data that brokers can collect, process, and share, and provide
consumers with the ability to understand what information data brokers have collected
about them and with a meaningful ability to have the information deleted, obscured or
corrected.
6. Congress should increase funding for the Federal Trade Commission
to enforce consumer privacy rules, including regulations of data brokers.
As CDT has urged previously, Congress should increase funding for the Federal
Trade Commission to enforce rules protecting consumer privacy. This should include
additional resources to enable the Commission to regulate and enforce restrictions
governing data brokers.
7. GAO should conduct a study to assess expenditures on data from data
brokers.
GAO should examine expenditures by federal law enforcement and intelligence
agencies on obtaining sensitive data about Americans from data brokers. The GAO

privacy_pia_template.pdf [perma.cc/4NS8-3TD6].
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study can build on their previous work on data brokers (GAO, 2013) and should
include calculating the total dollar amount spent by such agencies on such data from
data brokers in the most recent calendar year.
8. Federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies that purchase
data from data brokers should implement regular independent audits to
assess reliability and efficacy and to prevent discrimination.
To the extent that implementation of the recommendations above does not eliminate
federal law enforcement and intelligence agency purchases of information from data
brokers, such agencies should take further steps to mitigate the risks posed by such
purchases of sensitive data. In particular, any federal law enforcement or intelligence
agency that purchases data about Americans from data brokers should adopt a program
for regular independent audits to assess the agency’s use of such data. The audits should
measure the reliability of the data and whether the agency’s use of such data is effective
in achieving the agency’s purposes. The agencies should also implement regular
independent audits to assess whether use of the data sets results in discrimination
against any protected classes or a disparate impact on such groups. If the results of any
audits reflect unreliability, ineffectiveness or discrimination, the agency should modify
or discontinue its use of such sensitive data to address the issue.
9. Federal law enforcement should provide notice to criminal
defendants of use of data from data brokers.
In many contexts, the law requires federal law enforcement to provide notice to
criminal defendants that evidence to be introduced against them has been obtained
through certain means – such as through surveillance under the Foreign Intelligence
Surveillance Act – to enable defendants to challenge the legality of such evidence. Given
this report’s findings that law enforcement agencies often obtain sensitive data from
data brokers in an end run around otherwise applicable legal requirements under ECPA
and the Fourth Amendment, federal law enforcement agencies should provide notice to
criminal defendants whenever the government intends to use data purchased from data
brokers against a criminal defendant in any court proceeding.
////

B. For Private
Companies

1. Companies that are covered by ECPA should take steps to prevent the
sale of their data downstream to exploit the ECPA loophole.
In the absence of legislation that would close the ECPA loophole described in this
report, ECS and RCS providers covered by ECPA should use contractual clauses
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whenever they sell data to a non-covered entity to prohibit the further sale of that data
to law enforcement absent appropriate legal process under ECPA.
2. Companies covered by ECPA should include information about sales
of data in their transparency reports.
Numerous companies covered by ECPA as ECS and RCS providers publish regular
transparency reports providing statistical and other information regarding the requests
they receive from governments seeking access to their customers’ data. Companies
should expand these transparency reports to include information regarding their sales
of data to data brokers. The reporting should also include statistical information
describing any sales of data outside the United States, including to foreign governments.
3. Data brokers should issue regular transparency reports.
Data brokers should be more transparent about their sales to law enforcement and
intelligence agencies of sensitive consumer information, and access to databases
containing such information. Many communication service providers already issue
transparency reports48 that describe to the public the number of disclosures to law
enforcement and intelligence agencies that they make; data brokers should make similar
disclosures regarding law enforcement sales. Data brokers’ reports would be structured
somewhat differently and would need to include the type and number of commercial
transactions they have engaged in with government purchasers, as well as the type and
quantity of data disclosed.

48

See for example https://www.t-mobile.com/news/_admin/uploads/2021/07/2020-TransparencyReport.pdf [perma.cc/9RYM-MLTL]
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F

or purposes of this report, we used a variety of methods to
identify relevant government Requests for Proposals (RFPs).
These included searches of awards as well as government
documents on a variety of contract-compilation services.
Govtribe is the most comprehensive and user-friendly, though other
databases such as USASpending and SAMS were also consulted. We
restricted searches to relevant agencies and divisions, and gave priority
to documents issued after the Supreme Court’s decision in Carpenter v.
United States in 2018. We referenced keywords from a combination of
awards, government documents, news articles, and agency memoranda
to attempt to pinpoint alternative ways that activities were described. In
total we collected approximately 150 documents. Through our review,
we found that about 50 documents contained sufficient information to
be referenced in this report. Unfortunately, the majority of documents
lacked clarity on the specific nature of the contract in question,
although they appeared to cover transactions involving personal data.

Indeed, this lack of transparency leads to one of the greatest challenges
in studying data broker relationships with law enforcement and
intelligence agencies. Potentially due to rising public scrutiny, it
appears that by design data, broker relationships are not intended to be
unraveled. They are highly attenuated, and contracts are shrouded in
secrecy and often contain strict non-disclosure provisions. For example,
one Babel Street contract addendum contains numerous provisions
preventing disclosure of Locate X, preventing it from being “used as
the basis for any legal process in any country, including as the basis for
a warrant, subpoena, or any other legal or administrative action”(Babel
Street, 2020a, p. 9). These prohibitions would appear to go beyond
what would be necessary to protect ordinary business interests or trade
secrets.
On the other hand, one factor assisting our research is that, since
the market for data is a commercial industry, companies do seek to
maintain branding and marketing of their products, an objective at
some tension with preserving their secrecy. As a result, data broker
marketing materials or communications may be more transparent in
disclosing the capabilities of their databases and services. This is perhaps
one reason some organizations have had success in obtaining broker
relationship documents through freedom of information requests. As
law enforcement databases are often contracted locally or at county
and state levels, there may be value in submitting requests at the local
level as well. In making freedom of information requests, it is important
to become familiar with the terminology and designations utilized by
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agencies in referencing data broker programs. For example, the Justice Department
maintains a designation for Computer Assisted Legal Research 5 (CALR 5) and
entered into a $12.7 million contract with West Publishing Co. in 2020 with just the
description ‘CALR 5.’49 While the phrase ‘legal research’ may appear at first glance
to involve research of legal resources such as cases, statutes, and sources to be cited in
legal documents, the actual scope of what the DOJ, particularly the FBI, consider to
fall under CALR 5 is vastly broader. Procurement contracts and solicitations typically
provide little transparency as to their actual purposes or details on their terms.

49

Delivery Order 15JPSS19D00000122-15JPSS20F00001100 (DOJ, $12.7 million, West Publishing
Corporation, 2020-2021).
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